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unemployment. But there is no sign of sanity
yet in the Government or the Trades Union
Congress. For sanity is unpopular, and to
expect the Government or the TUC to adopt
unpopular positions with a general election
in the offing is to expect the impossible.

Resumed Offensive
FROM OUR MILITARY CORRESPONDENT
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pation of heights which will give better ob
servation than the positions held some days
ago.
The battle has considerably extended since
it started and the end is not in sight. But more
important is the effect on the Kaesong nego
tiations. The enemy has already conceded
that mutual withdrawals might make accept-

able a cease-fire line which in essentials woe :
correspond to the firing line. He has tempt rarily abandoned the political claims impiic
in the demand for the 38th Parallel; but*ho*
he will view the present battle if it gc;
against him and would then entail a fur .
withdrawal than was necessary earlier, re
mains to be seen.

The Capital of "Peace"—II

THE LATEST flare up of the fighting in Korea
illustrates the difficulties that attend armisticeFROM A CORRESPONDENT IN BERLIN
makers when politics and not military neces
sity have produced the preliminaries to a
peace conference. The Korean circumstances, IN MY article last week I dealt with the effects in the whole of Eastern Berlin a single So i
of the World Youth Festival on Berlin. This soldier. I admitted that I had not seen one
in which neither side admits defeat, made it
certain that negotiations would take not days, week I hope to give you some idea of life But, said he, when I had gone out to Lick-.:
there in a Communist household. As I ex felde in the American Sector to call on .
but weeks and even months; it will soon be
plained in my last article I have the good, or mutual friend, I had surely passed the
two months since the Kaesong talks started.
We have thus the anomaly of one side de bad, luck to have two sisters and two brothers- barracks of the Imperial Rifle Guards. "BIZ.L
manding a cease-fire zone well south of the in-law who are German Communists in high troops are quartered there and are terroriz::
positions.
firing line and the other side demanding that
the surrounding countryside." I retor.r..
My elder sister received me in a well- somewhat surprised: "But I have not seer .
it be constituted on that line itself, while
which contrasted single American or French colonial Ne;
actually the firing line is not only, as is nor appointed four-room flat
mal, the scene of fighting,
but is in fact strangely with living conditions in most of there." "No, silly, I do not mean Negro?:.
changing geographically as fighting proceeds. Eastern Berlin, where very little rebuilding I mean the new Black Reichswehr, the Genr._
The present battle, which was begun in and repairing has yet been done for living industrial guard troops armed and tra
order to "rectify" the UN front following the purposes. She pointed to the well-laden by the Americans." I had indeed seen son
precedent of earlier fighting, has now become dining room table and I made a mental rather unmilitary looking figures running in
a battle to establish a more suitable cease calculation that this meal must have cost my and out of the old barracks in American ;ee~ •
fire line. The effort to straighten the line, brother-in-law between 50 and 100 D-Mark and transport trucks, but I had not associa procedure very dear to soldiers, has now East. The average weekly wage of an Eastern them with either Western German rearo
developed into a battle for observation points German worker is 50 D-Mark.
ment or a terror guard created to put :
and is concerned with the possession of three
During the meal my brother-in-law from fear of God into the poor oppressed Wes:e
dominating heights in the region of Yanggu. the Education Department, who had grown Berliners, who passed the barracks withe
As the North Koreans, who are masters of tremendously fat after having undergone a visible signs of anxiety.
protesting, have made no protest about this tuberculosis cure, remarked: "I like nothing
Then my eleven-year-old niece Er ;
UN "local offensive", it may be presumed that
better than eating well. When I go to an whom I had never seen was paraded. He
not only do they as yet see nothing unprece H.O. (State Trading Organization) inn, I can school reports were produced; they were
dented in the UN attempt but feel that they never leave without eating two portions of excellent, the two most recent ones contain:::
are unlikely to lose valuable ground per Eisbein (pickled and boiled pig's feet with special mention for distinguished work t
manently.
Sauerkraut and mashed potatoes, a favourite
we would say) or for "meritorious activism
In his defence of the UN stand for a Berlin dish). True, they are expensive (about (in Communist jargon). I murmured adr.
cease-fire line roughly on thq present 5 D-Mark per portion), but, boy, are they ing approval, but my sister pointed out tb::
battle-line, General Ridgway emphasized the good!" Later on, he explained to me, when I I must not think the special mention h:
fact that a "cease-fire" meant the cessation complained at having to pay 25 D-Mark for
been given because of political activity in v
of all UN air and naval operations which at a modest meal for two people in an H.O. "Pioneers", the yardstick of scholastic mer
present are concerned with the interruption restaurant: "Well, you see, the H.O. has to under Communism. She had spoken to :
of enemy movement and the prevention of funnel off the surplus purchasing power of the form mistress, asking her not to let poli:::
concentration of enemy troops, lest concen remaining capitalist elements and from the considerations influence her judgment
tration place the enemy in a favourable profits we are building our new heavy in to give Erica an objective report. "You sec
position should hostilities be resumed. If dustries." I gave up complaining, but I never my sister continued, "there are three girls
these cease, the UN forces would find them learnt whether he counted himself among the Erica's class who seem to be of equally hir
selves in an unfavourable position unless the capitalist elements or whether, in his opinion, quality in their work; but the other two :
cease-fire line is placed so as to give them the worker with an average weekly income of
not Pioneer activists. At the staff conferer
reasonable observation on to enemy-held 50-60 D-Mark could live on cheap rationed it was decided that of the three, Erica r.
territory. This would avoid the type of surprise goods alone, especially as food rations had the additional point of being politically aw:.
which the enemy has hitherto practised, again been cut throughout the Soviet Zone and active. So she got the distinction but
thanks to the cover given him by the terrain
since March, to permit stockpiling for the course, not for political reasons!"
on which he prepared it.
Festival.
The two brothers-in-law closed the evenic;
That is the justification of the present UN
My other brother-in-law came late and by sermonizing about the sacrifices of leisu:
attack. The pursuit of the enemy after the before dinner had to make one or two and personal peace demanded from resr:
failure of his counter-offensive did deprive business telephone calls. I heard him say sible leaders. Dr Ehrmann told of the ster
him of his main area of concealed concentra "This is Peace-fighter Dr Ehrmann speaking. duty which had kept him so late that he 'r
tion; the UN forces are in fact so placed in The Peace-fighter Wustrow has asked me to missed my arrival at his house. He had h.
the west centre as to be able to observe the
tell the Peace-fighter Schmidt ..." I was to attend a Party Court, holding a pur:
main approach lines running south-east from struck by the curious style of address; in the trial against his closest office colleague. T
Pyongyang, which in spite of merciless bom past, I had known all my relations and man had been a member of the Nazi Pan
bardment still remains the chief enemy base. former friends as "Comrades", later simply from 1941-45; as, however, he had not
In the east centre the ground does not lend as "Friends"; now they had donned a new an active Nazi he was appointed
itself to movement on so big a scale, but it disguise.
to Dr Ehrmann. He had since been
does lend itself to concealment and the UN
After finishing his calls, Dr Ehrmann turned in the routine purge, why he had joined
aim is to break that concealment by the occu to me and asked pointedly whether I had seen Nazis. He was foolish or honest enougw
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admit that, as a Police official at that time,
he would not have had any chance of pro
fessional advancement without being a Party
member. This rash avowal led to immediate
expulsion from the Socialist Unity Party (the
Eastern German Communist organization),
to equally immediate dismissal from his job
and to his being forbidden to accept another
Civil Service post. As all important under
takings are nationalized or municipalized,
the man was ruined. My brother-in-law, in
telling this story, wiped away a symbolic

NOTES
on the
WAY
By MICHAEL POLANYI

Totalitarianism

tear.
J
My other brother-in-law, the fat one, told THE UTTERLY novel, however immense, at
of a meeting with miners' delegates from the first passes unnoticed. Charles Darwin re
uranium mines in Saxony. He had wanted lates how the Fuegian natives marvelled at
to stand them a beer, but they had jokingly the rowing boats which put ashore his landing
refused, as they were stuffed with money party but paid no attention to HMS Beagle
from their Stakhanovite earnings in the massively lying at anchor in front of them.
mines. He said the uranium mines were The ship was so large that it escaped com
veritable gold mines for the workers employed
prehension and made no impression.
there; their food rations were superior and,
Visited by unprecedented disaster we be
after initial difficulties, the medical arrange come engrossed in its accessories while the
ments for protecting them against the effects event itself overpowers us unseen. We react
of radio-activity were exemplary. "Nobody like the children in A High Wind in Jamaica
may work underground for longer than one who observe a man struck by lightning, an
year now," he exclaimed. I asked him old woman hurled over the fields
by the
whether he had ever seen the uranium mining wind, the roof carried away over their heads
districts: he said not, but he knew enough and trees shattered all round, but fail to
about them to tell me that all the people notice the hurricane. For not until our under
who complained about bad food, bad housing standing has supplied us with an adequate
and bad medical precautions were "those conception of a universal catastrophe is it
eternal vagrants who only go there to make revealed to our imagination, and are we re
money easily and spend it immediately on leased from a fumbling preoccupation with
drink and loose women". I had never heard its particulars to face its true reality.
of vagrancy being so rife among the German
Later generations may scoff at our blind
working-class population and asked about ness; or may even be unable to realize that
people directed to the mines against their we never grasped the events of our own age.
will. My brother-in-law denied that this To them the rise of totalitarianism may
system was still in force and asserted that now appear as a fact so compact and compelling
so many volunteered that not everybody could that our present incomprehension of it may
be accepted. I asked him how many miners altogether elude them. But today when we
were employed; he had no idea, but stated are only just beginning to discern the out
that there were very many. I had heard of lines of this all embracing movement, we must
between two and three hundred thousand, not be surprised to find that most of its
but I had my doubts about the majority of hitherto current interpretations are proving
them being unprincipled vagrants.
fragmentary or even altogether pointless.
I had had enough and made my departure,
after being careful to admire the gorgeous WE REGARD parliamentary democracy as a
festive decorations in the house and outside distinct form of government which exists in
on the facade, which bore a surprisingly gay Britain, France and Denmark, in the United
flora of coloured posters, flags and giant States and the Gold Coast, and we recognize
photographic portraits of the Communist the same system in a number of local variants.
leaders. My sister pointed out that these If we had a similarly unified conception of
decorations had all been arranged volun totalitarianism, we would also regard Soviet
tarily through her efforts and those of her
Russia, Hitlerite Germany and the present
neighbours. I swallowed the question which regimes of countries as different as China,
was on my lips, but I thought of the caretaker Albania and Czechoslovakia as several in
of the working-class block of flats near the stances of one and the same system. Totali
Alexanderplatz who had enlightened me tarian movements, as diverse as Lenin's
about this "voluntary labour" in a different Bolshevism and German Nazism, would be
vein.
seen to possess essentially the same structure.
This concludes our Correspondent's article. The first part appeared
This view is of course frequently affirmed,
in the issue of August 18.
but current thought is carried on almost
entirely on assumptions which contradict it.
The most widely accepted interpretation of
Bolshevism today regards it as specifically
Russian: as a modern form of immemorial
Michael Oakeshott reviews Herbert Butterfield's
Russian despotism. But if Nazism is essen
History and Human Relations
tially the same as Bolshevism it would follow
John Connell: Notes on the Way
that it also is specifically Russian, which is
absurd.
And correspondingly, Vansittart's
Kenneth Hare-Scott: The Basque Baby has
theory of Nazism falls to the ground if it is
Grown Up
confronted with Bolshevism as Nazism's twin

Next Week's Issue

[In order to preserve the essentially
individual character of NOTES ON THE
WAY we allow those who contribute
them an entirely free pen. We must not
be taken as being necessarily in agree
ment with the opinions expressed.—
EDITOR, TIME AND TIDE.]

brother, whose parentage cannot conceivably
be traced back to the alleged butcher-bird
mentality of the German people. Moreover,
neither theory covers the fanatical masses of
Chinese Communists, which we see hurling
themselves over minefields in Korea. Their
sceptical and life-loving ancestors contrast as
sharply as human nature permits with either
those of the Germans or the Russians. If
totalitarian movements are everywhere essen
tially the same, then only such historic factors
may be admitted for their explanation which
are common to Germany, Russia and China.
They must also apply to countries like Albania
and Czechoslovakia and be traceable to the
roots of the Western Communist Parties and
to the various Bloomsburys of the 1930s.
IN THIS light the current economic theories of
totalitarianism tend also to dissolve like
shadows. If Socialist sympathizers excuse
totalitarianism in Russia as the harsh instru
ment of an urgent industrial transforma
tion, this makes nonsense of the German
totalitarianism which triumphed in an already
industrialized country. The Road to Serfdom
theory on the other hand, which condemns
Socialist totalitarianism as the outcome of a
central direction of the productive process, is
defeated if it has also to explain the march of
Hitler's mass movement, culminating in the
destruction of the Weimar Republic, long
before any central direction of the German
economy was ever attempted. It is true that
totalitarianism has been everywhere accom
panied by a dislike of capitalism, but such
sentiments formed an insignificant note in
the emotional chorus of the Nuremberg
Rallies.
THE UNFORTUNATE tendency of current
sociological interpretations to apply only to
one totalitarian regime is equally marked in
the work of the Freudian School. FromnTs
"authoritarian character" is supposed to be
the typical response of the lower middle class
to its economic insecurity and is observed by
its author in Calvin, Luther and Hitler, but
not in Marx, Engels or Stalin. His book The
Fear of Freedom, published in 1942, actually
describes Communism as opposed to authori
tarianism. More recently Geoffrey Gorer has
interpreted the Great Russian character, in
cluding that of the Russian Communists, as a
reaction to the tight swaddling of arms and
legs in babyhood, so that this time Hitler
and his henchmen are omitted from the
analysis of totalitarianism.
As a distinct entity, totalitarianism was fully
envisaged perhaps for the first time in Orwell's
1984. His intuitive analysis has now been con-
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firmed and amplified by Hannah Arendt in
her book The Burden of our Time (Seeker &
Warburg, 30.y.). Here is documentary evidence
ol each characteristic feature of totalitarian
ism given side by side in the Bolshevik and
Hitlerite system. The proof for the essential
identity of the two seems conclusive. This
book has come to stay as a permanent source
of information and a lasting subject for re
flection ; I shall attempt here only to give a
first personal summary of its message as I
understand it.
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matter how absurd, and did not particularly
object to being deceived, for it held every state
ment to be a lie anyhow.

nearer to an acceptable sociology of totali
tarianism in pointing out that its rule was
established everywhere by groups who had
It is the maintenance of this fictitious world,
never accepted participation in the peaceful
which requires a relentless application of total functions of civic life (the Bohemians) and
terror. Tor it can be achieved only by re who drew their support from hitherto politic
ducing every subject of the regime to a bundle ally indifferent peripheric masses.
of conditioned reflexes. It necessitates also the
I think the totalitarian movement repre
expansion of totalitarian rule to the world
sents the culmination of Western critical
Tor "even a single individual can be absolutely
thought within a social milieu lacking the
and reliably dominated only under ulobal
political restraints imposed by a liberal
totalitarian conditions".
tradition. Western society lives today by rote
MODERN MAN, brought up by centuries of
unsupported by any philosophically respect
critical thought to be master of his own fate
THE TOTALITARIAN triumph is in Hannah able doctrines. Our bookish nihilism remains
resents everything that is not of his own Arendt s view a verdict against a world on paper in countries where democratic life
making. He resents the very fact that he is already atomized by a life "insistently and was established long ago. But it eats its way
not the creator of the universe and himself, exclusively centred on the individual's success
unchecked into the masses more recently
i-rom this springs a hatred of all that is or failure in ruthless competition". She fails liberated from feudalism or absolutism. These
given, which, percolating into public affairs, to confront, however, this thesis with the fact masses are converted to a regime of violence
actuates totalitarian movements. Hannah* that C ommunism has risen and spread pre by an intelligentsia spreading the same de
Arendt describes it as a "vague pervasive eminently in semi-feudal countries like Russia, structive analysis of man and society which
hatred of everybody and everything, without Hungary and China where competitive ac remains relatively harmless in the milieu of
a focus for its passionate attention". A quisitiveness was undeveloped, and attracted
older democracies.
hatred above all of cultural and moral no effective support in the highly commer ^NoteJin
ask,ed,US to p.oiM ou' <ha<
he wrote his
standards as transmitted by existing tradition. cialized countries of the West. She comes the Chief Con ^ohle f 0xfordsh,re has our issue of August 18,

When I hear the word culture I reach for
my revolver" wrote Juenger for the Nazis.
Lrstens konvnt das Fressen und dann kommt

hXT"

Brecht from ,he staSe

behalf of the Communists.

The mob applauded (writes Hannah Arendt)
because it took the statement literally; the
ourgeoisie applauded because it had been
fooled by us own hypocrisy for so long that it
ad grown tired of the tension and found deep
wisdom in the expression of the banality by
which it lived; the dlite applauded because the
unveilmg of hypocrisy was such superior and
wonderful fun.
Thus the intelligentsia was allied to the
mob. Its contemptuous rejection of an im
perfect morality, set up an ideal of perfect
bestiality. Its vitriolic quest for the un
questionably authentic left over no residue
of right or wrong or even of true and false,
but only of having or not having, of "who
whom . Any opponents were marked down
as enemies, traitors, degenerates who, fore
doomed by history, were destined to exter
mination By inflaming the mob's resent
ment of all historic, moral or cultural
authority, the structure of society was pul
verized and its homogenized masses made
subservient to the arbitrary rule of the
Bohemian.
An inherently lawless Power can tolerate
no position of independent standing within
its realm Not even a game of chess must be
played for its own sake. By their mere
capacity to think human beings are suspect
The whole force of the State is employed to
discredit the very existence of a factuality
which would lend a foothold to independent
thought. The education of the ruling class
is aimed at abolishing their capacity to dis
tinguish between truth and falsehood, between
-!* a0u ,flCtIon- Their superiority consists
n their ability immediately to dissolve every
statement of fact into a declaration of purpose.

Sf-d^ pUon
d

CePtiCiSm r*UUSnigh'marish

Mass-propaganda discovered that its audience
was ready at all times to believe the worst no

clothes ro^paA

report on plain

What Next?
By DIOGENES
E V E R Y N O W and again, in the morning glance

through the newspapers, I am pulled up short
by a particular item of news, and one such
item appeared in the Press the other day. As
everyone knows and will know more acutely
when winter comes, there is a shortage of fuel
in Britain. Coal output lags sadly behind
domestic needs and forbids export. There is
also a shortage of electricity and of electric
cable: in some areas the Electricity Authority
is even declining to connect up new houses,
ouch a situation demands research and there
is a supply of this, if not of electricity, for the
Electrical Research Association has applied
its brain-power to the problem.
I F T H E R E is not enough electricity, there are
two possible solutions of the problem. One
is to produce more; the other is to consume
less. The first of these the Association evi
dently feels to be beyond its powers, but it
has had a go at the second. Why does the
domestic consumer use so much electricity?
One obvious reason is that he wants to feel
warm. But suppose he could be induced to
believe that he was warm without electricity?
1 hey tried it out in an old people's Home
In one room where the old folk sat there were
an electric fire and a thermometer. They took
away the thermometer, then they removed the
electric fire and put in a glow-fire which gave
out no heat. Then they awaited reactions.
Gradually the temperature of the room fell
put no one noticed it or complained. They got
it down to 58 degrees and still there was no
reaction. Lower than this, I suppose, they
did not venture to go. But it was enough.
Electricity was not really necessary to heat
the room if the old folk could be deceived
into thinking they were warm by a mere glow.
The solution is now, it seems, in sight.
Here we have a parable—the parable of the

But that was before Carlisle. I do not think
the One True Light has much chance of
flashing in an institution where the men are
segregated from the women, where a Civil
Servant takes the place of Mine Host and the
choice of brews is limited to three. My
village local is sometimes dirty and Mine
Host has only one eye, but we can drink what
we like, with the Dear Old Dutch sitting
beside us. I prefer it to a cross between a
waiting room and a hospital ward.

Welfare State. For this is what, in so many
fields, the Welfare State does.
Thus, under the Town Planning scheme,
the public-houses in the new towns and in
their neighbourhood are to be run by the
State on the lines of the public-houses in
Carlisle. Now in Carlisle the pubs are pubs
no longer. They are either "economic drink
ing units or "uneconomic drinking units".
Country inns in the area which do not seem
to be paying are defined as "uneconomic
drinking units" and may be brought within
the ambit of the State scheme. And so with
the new towns like Hemel Hempstead. The
other day a couple of Hertfordshire publicans
went on a forty-eight-hour tour of the pubs
of Carlisle. What they found was worse than
the old people's home. In these pubs there
was not only none of the warmth of an ordin
ary inn, but not even a glow!
We found segregation of the sexes, hardly
any flowers or ash-trays, practically no snacks,
no pewter tankards, a cold unpub-like atmo
sphere, and those ghastly references to "un
economic drinking units."
The beer, they found, wasn't so bad;
indeed it was of high quality. But there were
only three brews to choose from, as against
the twenty-four available in the present
Hemel Hempstead. Everything was spotlessly
clean, including the cellars. But as one of them
said—"There is no club atmosphere. And
where is the jolly landlord? We could not
find him". The other said—"I'll keep my own
pub if I can—and Carlisle can keep its anti
septic economic drinking units."
Omar Khayyam wrote—
And this I know: whether the one True Light
Kindle to Love or Wrath-consume me quite,
One Flash of It within the Tavern caught
Better than in the Temple lost outright.

I

TAKE THE Health Service too. Once we did not
lave it; just had doctors and hospitals. But
my doctor was my doctor—he was not the
State's. I did not have to speculate whether
is duty to me or his duty to the State was
paramount in his mind. And he did not have
to speculate whether, if he refused medical
-certificates or the supply of this, that or the
ther medicine, he would find himself the
abject of complaint to the j appropriate
Authority. He was under no temptation to
rush me off to the hospital as-a means of
retting rid of me and avoiding gross overork. And if I went to hospital necessarily,
could be reasonably assured that I should
not be pushed off by overburdened specialists
r.to the care of the hardly-qualified. For the
oticians, the dental plate manufacturers and
e chemists, the Health-Service has been a
rotous success. But from the point of view of
edicine? The point of view of the patient?
Nne point of view of the doctor? '

HE SOCIAL security services are another case
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in cutting off the poor fellow's feet. This is
roughly our present position. If butter's short,
cut down the supply and substitute margarine.
If there's a shortage of sausages, cut down the
meat content and substitute breadcrumbs.
If there's a shortage of cream, devise a syn
thetic chemical substitute. If there's a short
age of beer—add more water.
It is not recorded that more than one cut
at Procrustes was called for. If it had been,
doubtless it would have been made. But one
cut will not do for us. There will have to be
many cuts which, had they been applied to
Procrustes, would doubtless have proved
fatal. Why,not then go the whole hog? Get
rid of the useless mouths altogether! After all,

there is precedent for it. I have read some
where that the Eskimos and some races in
Africa deliberately dispose of the old when
they become useless. And that when told that
they treat their aged worse than dogs they
convincingly reply—"Old man no hunt—kill
old man. Dog he hunt—no kill dog!"
I do not put this forward as a wholly
serious prophecy. It is probable that some
wretched streak of kindliness will prevent the
full implementation of the policy. But on the
basis that prophecy consists in the projection
into the future of trends visible in the present,
it may not be too wide of the mark. Doubtless
the Dr Dalton of that day will find it to be
"great fun".
x

Everest Once More
By H. W. TILMAN

OTHER THAN Everest a man might succeed
in climbing any great peak in the world with
out attracting much attention; or having to
explain to his friends, who would not much
mind, whether the peak lay in the Alps, the
Atlas, the Andes, or the mountains of the
moon. But the reward of having so much as
set foot on Everest is to be invested, in the
public eye, with a stature as lofty as the
mountain and to become, in the eyes of
editors, an authority upon mountaineering.
If there were degrees to be taken in that diffi
cult art the most impressive would be "failed
M.E."; and no one would smile at its fortunate
possessor as they do when earnest students
confer upon themselves the honourable
degree of "failed B.A.", for so high is the
distinction earned by making an attempt upon
Everest that no one is rude enough to com
ment upon the failure.

point. It ought doubtless to be warming
me to know that when I am an old man I
all be able to draw thirty-two shillings a
eek or whatever it is. But the current of
~urchasing power is being steadily withdrawn
*om those thirty-two shillings. Soon it will
t case to be a fire and become only an illusory
r !ow, which will not sustain me in any home
my own. I fear that I shall have to join the
d people in their Home and by that time THE SMALL party which has just left for India
e temperature will, I imagine, be a good
is the third whose primary aim is recon
iea 1 lower than 58 degrees. The Electrical Re- naissance. Besides these there have been five
. rch Association will have thought up some- full-blown attempts all ending in failure.
ng still more deceptive than a mere "glow". Five times is a lot. All have followed the
same straightforward route from the North
is possible, indeed, that by that time the Col (c. 23,000 ft.) up the North ridge, a route
ortage of electricity and other shortages devoid of difficulty as far as 28,000 ft. where
'O will have been solved in another and more it evidently becomes steeper. Devoid of
- jical fashion. The proportion of people difficulty, however, only when conditions are
3 old to work is growing steadily in our perfect—no snow on the rocks and no wind.
mmunity. From being one in ten or thereSuch conditions are rare and fleeting. Early
~outs a hundred years ago, it has gone up in the season, say, before mid-May, when the
-mil it is now estimated that by 1960 the rocks will undoubtedly be clear, a fierce north
t rv portion will be one in four. If there should west wind is still blowing, while at any time
be large-scale emigration of the young— after the first week of June the warm monsoon
the hope of getting a bit more Welfare and current may be expected to drape the rocks
_ bit less of the State—the proportion might in a mantle of snow. In theory, therefore,
easily be even higher. Now it does not require
there is a three-week period in which con
great intelligence to see that it would be ditions are favourable, but in practice what
\y inconsistent with the welfare of the are known in meteorological circles as
el fare. State that there should be so high a "Western Disturbances" take a hand. In
:-oportion of useless hands in the community, 1938, for example, snow fell heavily on May 5
hat then? We may anticipate that, by 1960, and continued to fall intermittently until the
- will be decided that the logical thing, and monsoon proper set in. Much the same
- :eed the only possible thing economically happened in 1936. The rash layman might
- eaking, will be to get rid of them.
well marvel at hardy mountaineers being dis
When it was found that the bed of Procrustes concerted by finding
snow at 27,000 or
28,000 ft. and might ask us whether we expect
* as too short for him, a remedy was sought

to find flowers. But the point is that at these
heights on the north side snow remains
powdery (otherwise it would not disappear as
it does later in the year) and by refusing to
consolidate renders climbing impossible.
When untimely snowfalls prevented both
the 1936 and 1938 parties from coming to
close grips with the mountain and when
members of the latter had proved the im
possibility of coping with powder snow at
over 27,000 ft., the staff solution for the pro
blem was to ask the Tibetan authorities for
a three-year lease, as it were, in the hope that
in three consecutive seasons one might be
favourable. However, the war and its after
math put paid to that project.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF the Nepal side of the moun
tain, particularly of the final 3,000 ft. of the
South ridge, seem to show that snow lies
there always, implying that it is good hard
stuff expressly intended for climbing. Thus
on the south side the time factor would not
be so vital. An untimely fall of snow would
impose only a delay of two or three days of
waiting for it to consolidate, whereas on the
north side it brings the season to an end and
ruins the climbers' hopes. The South ridge,
moreover, appears to lie at a reasonable angle
and is so broad that there might be a choice
of routes, a snow route along its easterly edge
and an all-rock route further to the west.
Since the strata dip northwards these rocks
should be easier to climb and more prolific
in tent platforms than those on the north.
Climbers on the north side would enjoy more
sun (on the known route Camp VI remains
in shadow until 9 a.m.) and would be pro
tected from the north-west wind. Thus the
south side of the mountain offers some solid
advantages, always provided a route com
parable in ease and safety to the present one
can be found.
HITHERTO EXPLORATION has been confined to
the Tibetan side because Nepal was even more
difficult of access than Tibet. The first
scratch in the 500-mile long Nepal Himalaya
was made as recently as 1949 when the writer

